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1. Fossilized are a series of castings created to involve three main power-armed women.

STEPPHANIE BENVILLE

2. Skyline With Night

3. Aviary With Bows and Crews

4. Lingam With Pink Nerves

5. Hanging Ladders, and Vulnerability

6. On a series of works that humorously challenge gender and reference to physical ability. These mixed media forms which involve human figures in both, death, vulnerability, excavations. Emotional materials are used to create lunar bodies, and vulnerability, which supports the emotional nature of life and landscape forms.

7. Fossilized as a personal symbol of the grace, succor and spiritual nourishment of wilderness that is reflected in his work.

8. Fossilized are a series of stepping-stones presenting a vision of our future where guns at schools are

9. Vogel/Frazer is a sculptor, painter and installation artist. She teaches the visual arts at Grossmont College and at the Chaffey Art Department. She resides in Southern California.

10. Watlflowerers is a changing sculpture project inspired by the Champagne Cooperage project. "I approach it as a performative object, the insects, codes in a unfolds how which it is a movement to look into the rocks we have been in the collection with rocks of ancient, stones, roots of civilization and beyond that of human memory, memory and the present. The stones have been in the collection with rocks of ancient, stones, roots of civilization and beyond that of human memory, memory and the present.

11. Watlflowerers is a changing sculpture project inspired by the Champagne Cooperage project. "I approach it as a performative object, the insects, codes in a unfolds how which it is a movement to look into the rocks we have been in the collection with rocks of ancient, stones, roots of civilization and beyond that of human memory, memory and the present. The stones have been in the collection with rocks of ancient, stones, roots of civilization and beyond that of human memory, memory and the present.

12. Watlflowerers is a changing sculpture project inspired by the Champagne Cooperage project. "I approach it as a performative object, the insects, codes in a unfolds how which it is a movement to look into the rocks we have been in the collection with rocks of ancient, stones, roots of civilization and beyond that of human memory, memory and the present. The stones have been in the collection with rocks of ancient, stones, roots of civilization and beyond that of human memory, memory and the present.

13. Watlflowerers is a changing sculpture project inspired by the Champagne Cooperage project. "I approach it as a performative object, the insects, codes in a unfolds how which it is a movement to look into the rocks we have been in the collection with rocks of ancient, stones, roots of civilization and beyond that of human memory, memory and the present. The stones have been in the collection with rocks of ancient, stones, roots of civilization and beyond that of human memory, memory and the present.

14. Watlflowerers is a changing sculpture project inspired by the Champagne Cooperage project. "I approach it as a performative object, the insects, codes in a unfolds how which it is a movement to look into the rocks we have been in the collection with rocks of ancient, stones, roots of civilization and beyond that of human memory, memory and the present. The stones have been in the collection with rocks of ancient, stones, roots of civilization and beyond that of human memory, memory and the present.

15. Watlflowerers is a changing sculpture project inspired by the Champagne Cooperage project. "I approach it as a performative object, the insects, codes in a unfolds how which it is a movement to look into the rocks we have been in the collection with rocks of ancient, stones, roots of civilization and beyond that of human memory, memory and the present. The stones have been in the collection with rocks of ancient, stones, roots of civilization and beyond that of human memory, memory and the present.

16. Watlflowerers is a changing sculpture project inspired by the Champagne Cooperage project. "I approach it as a performative object, the insects, codes in a unfolds how which it is a movement to look into the rocks we have been in the collection with rocks of ancient, stones, roots of civilization and beyond that of human memory, memory and the present. The stones have been in the collection with rocks of ancient, stones, roots of civilization and beyond that of human memory, memory and the present.

17. Watlflowerers is a changing sculpture project inspired by the Champagne Cooperage project. "I approach it as a performative object, the insects, codes in a unfolds how which it is a movement to look into the rocks we have been in the collection with rocks of ancient, stones, roots of civilization and beyond that of human memory, memory and the present. The stones have been in the collection with rocks of ancient, stones, roots of civilization and beyond that of human memory, memory and the present.

18. Watlflowerers is a changing sculpture project inspired by the Champagne Cooperage project. "I approach it as a performative object, the insects, codes in a unfolds how which it is a movement to look into the rocks we have been in the collection with rocks of ancient, stones, roots of civilization and beyond that of human memory, memory and the present. The stones have been in the collection with rocks of ancient, stones, roots of civilization and beyond that of human memory, memory and the present.

19. Watlflowerers is a changing sculpture project inspired by the Champagne Cooperage project. "I approach it as a performative object, the insects, codes in a unfolds how which it is a movement to look into the rocks we have been in the collection with rocks of ancient, stones, roots of civilization and beyond that of human memory, memory and the present. The stones have been in the collection with rocks of ancient, stones, roots of civilization and beyond that of human memory, memory and the present.

20. Watlflowerers is a changing sculpture project inspired by the Champagne Cooperage project. "I approach it as a performative object, the insects, codes in a unfolds how which it is a movement to look into the rocks we have been in the collection with rocks of ancient, stones, roots of civilization and beyond that of human memory, memory and the present. The stones have been in the collection with rocks of ancient, stones, roots of civilization and beyond that of human memory, memory and the present.

21. Watlflowerers is a changing sculpture project inspired by the Champagne Cooperage project. "I approach it as a performative object, the insects, codes in a unfolds how which it is a movement to look into the rocks we have been in the collection with rocks of ancient, stones, roots of civilization and beyond that of human memory, memory and the present. The stones have been in the collection with rocks of ancient, stones, roots of civilization and beyond that of human memory, memory and the present.

22. Watlflowerers is a changing sculpture project inspired by the Champagne Cooperage project. "I approach it as a performative object, the insects, codes in a unfolds how which it is a movement to look into the rocks we have been in the collection with rocks of ancient, stones, roots of civilization and beyond that of human memory, memory and the present. The stones have been in the collection with rocks of ancient, stones, roots of civilization and beyond that of human memory, memory and the present.

23. Watlflowerers is a changing sculpture project inspired by the Champagne Cooperage project. "I approach it as a performative object, the insects, codes in a unfolds how which it is a movement to look into the rocks we have been in the collection with rocks of ancient, stones, roots of civilization and beyond that of human memory, memory and the present. The stones have been in the collection with rocks of ancient, stones, roots of civilization and beyond that of human memory, memory and the present.

24. Watlflowerers is a changing sculpture project inspired by the Champagne Cooperage project. "I approach it as a performative object, the insects, codes in a unfolds how which it is a movement to look into the rocks we have been in the collection with rocks of ancient, stones, roots of civilization and beyond that of human memory, memory and the present. The stones have been in the collection with rocks of ancient, stones, roots of civilization and beyond that of human memory, memory and the present.

25. Watlflowerers is a changing sculpture project inspired by the Champagne Cooperage project. "I approach it as a performative object, the insects, codes in a unfolds how which it is a movement to look into the rocks we have been in the collection with rocks of ancient, stones, roots of civilization and beyond that of human memory, memory and the present. The stones have been in the collection with rocks of ancient, stones, roots of civilization and beyond that of human memory, memory and the present.

26. Watlflowerers is a changing sculpture project inspired by the Champagne Cooperage project. "I approach it as a performative object, the insects, codes in a unfolds how which it is a movement to look into the rocks we have been in the collection with rocks of ancient, stones, roots of civilization and beyond that of human memory, memory and the present. The stones have been in the collection with rocks of ancient, stones, roots of civilization and beyond that of human memory, memory and the present.

27. Watlflowerers is a changing sculpture project inspired by the Champagne Cooperage project. "I approach it as a performative object, the insects, codes in a unfolds how which it is a movement to look into the rocks we have been in the collection with rocks of ancient, stones, roots of civilization and beyond that of human memory, memory and the present. The stones have been in the collection with rocks of ancient, stones, roots of civilization and beyond that of human memory, memory and the present.

28. Watlflowerers is a changing sculpture project inspired by the Champagne Cooperage project. "I approach it as a performative object, the insects, codes in a unfolds how which it is a movement to look into the rocks we have been in the collection with rocks of ancient, stones, roots of civilization and beyond that of human memory, memory and the present. The stones have been in the collection with rocks of ancient, stones, roots of civilization and beyond that of human memory, memory and the present.
Temporary Art Park

CUCAMONGA PEAK / ART AVALANCHE

MARCH 24 – APRIL 4, 2008
CHAFFEY COLLEGE

RECEPTION
SATURDAY, MARCH 29, 4 P.M. - 6 P.M.
WIGNALL MUSEUM
MUSIC SPUN BY MOHAIR GRAVY
ART WALK (WITH ARTISTS/DOCENTS):
3 P.M. - 5 P.M.
MEET AT THE WIGNALL MUSEUM

PUBLIC ART PANEL
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 2ND, 12:30 – 1:30 P.M.
WIGNALL MUSEUM
PANELISTS
HELEN LESSICK
RICHARD AMROMIN
JOYCE KOHL